**Fieldpiece Instruments**
Exclusively from Fieldpiece! Wireless Manometer with Option for Up to Eight Connected Manometers. The wireless manometers work with the Job Link System App and measures static and gas pressures quickly and easily. The JL3KM2 dual-port manometers’ untethered design allows the HVACR professional to place probes at optimal locations so technicians get precise readings on every system, every time. Now you can document up to eight measurements as far as 350 ft away in the Job Link App. www.fieldpiece.com. Circle 115 on the reader service card.

**General Filters**
New GeneralAire models 3200 and 4200 Evaporative Humidifiers are designed to maximize output with today’s high efficiency furnaces and lower plenum temperatures. A more compact design and a right or left bypass allows for installation in tight spaces. Visit www.generalfilters.com to learn more. Circle 116 on the reader service card.

**Intermatic**
LAE by Intermatic Digital Temperature Controllers offer a proven solution for essential refrigeration and cooking needs. Our versatile controllers integrate seamlessly in panel-mount and split-mount applications. Likewise, extensive customization options and industry knowledge make us a valuable partner to manufacturers looking to bring their new product ideas to life. Circle 117 on the reader service card.

**Malco Products**
C-RHEX: SLIMMER Reversible Hex Drivers! Malco’s popular 1/4 in. and 5/16 in. C-RHEX Reversible Hex Drivers, now feature a New Slimmer Design Enhancement that reduces the 1/4 in. size by 16%, for easier access in tight spaces! The reversible hex socket can be quickly reversed, and the magnet easily cleaned. (Available in four convenient lengths). Circle 119 on the reader service card.

**Rawal Devices**
APR Control is a continuous capacity modulation device for part-load dehumidification on any standard DX system. It responds to suction pressure, thus able to properly match the system capacity to the ever-changing load and space requirements. Our APR has had proven success for improved system performance in both new and existing equipment. Circle 120 on the reader service card.

**KeepRite Refrigeration**
Smart³ Systems Savings Solutions. 75 years of experience combines with innovative and emerging technologies to create KeepRite Refrigeration’s award winning Smart³ suite of Systems Saving Solutions. Designed to meet the needs of today’s refrigeration professional, these technologies allow you to reduce environmental impact, reduce energy use, increase systems efficiency and more. Circle 118 on the reader service card.